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The voice in my mind is constantly scrolling!

Greedy Wolf only feels that, except for being alive, every part of his body
is not his own.

He can’t feel anything, his hands, feet, internal organs, and even
consciousness are all controlled by something.

He is not a person who will give in easily, especially when others want to
seize his body, greedy wolf will not give up easily!

“Get out of my body!”

He roared inside.

Even if he can’t make a sound, his willpower is extremely powerful.



To be able to live to this day and to become the leader of their era,
Greed Wolf has never been weak, especially his willpower is very strong.

At this moment, he knew that he could not move, his body had been
blocked by those black qi, but his consciousness, there were some, he
had to fight!

Those who want to invade their bodies must be driven out!

Otherwise, he will undoubtedly die, lose his body, lose his
consciousness, and become someone else.

“Get out! Get out!”

There was a voice in Greed Wolf’s mind, and he let out a deafening roar,
fighting desperately against the black energy that was constantly eroding
his consciousness!

“Get out of here!”

The wolf is lying there, unable to move, even his eyes are tightly closed,
but his consciousness is fighting with all his strength!

There seems to be two souls, fighting desperately in his body at this
moment!

The greedy wolf didn’t dare to give up, and he didn’t even hesitate. He is
this kind of person. How could he be so easily taken by others?



Om——

The two soul consciousnesses were fighting each other. Obviously,
those black spirits did not expect that the wolf would be so tenacious that
it was not swallowed up at once, but rose up to resist.

Immediately, Black Qi became more maniac, and the wolf-greedy body
trembled involuntarily!

The two souls are fighting, fighting for control of the body in the body of
the greedy wolf.

No one is willing to give in.

For greedy wolf, if you let go, then you will disappear from this world.
Since then, there is no such person as greedy wolf. After so many years
and ambitions for so many years, he has disappeared like this. How can
he be reconciled?

For the mysterious black air, he waited for too long, too long. This is his
only chance, the only chance to reappear in the world!

The body of the greedy wolf trembled very badly, as if there was an
electric current flowing through his body, stimulating every cell in his
body!

At the same time.

Andrewhas already reached the twenty-eighth step!



He is more terrible!

Every time he steps up, Andrewis there to adapt, so that his body can
withstand the pressure of gravity.

I’m afraid I’ll be dead long ago if I change to an ordinary person!

Even if the will can bear it, the strength of the body is absolutely
unsustainable.

Jiang Ning’s body has been nourished by the vigor of Ji Dao Fist over
the years, and it has changed several times. Even so, he will collapse
several times in the face of such an environment!

He suddenly discovered that the gravity on these steps seemed to
always remain at a critical point, floating up and down at his own limit.

Almost, he might have his own life, but this scale is just right, as if…
artificially controlled.

The farther we go, the stronger Jiang Ning’s feeling becomes!

“There are five more steps.”

Andrewlooked up.

He can clearly feel that after the stimulation of gravity on these steps, his
body strength has obviously improved a lot.



He doesn’t know how much time he spent here, how much sweat he
shed, and he fell into danger several times and lost his life, but the
feeling at this moment is really wonderful. .

After a while, he adjusted, ready to enter the next step.

Andrewtook a few deep breaths to achieve his best state. He doesn’t
know what the next step will be. If there is an accident, he can only
recognize it!
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He stepped up, and immediately followed with the other foot. At that
moment, he adjusted his state and prepared to fight More terrifying
gravity.

But…

“Huh?”

Andrewwas surprised.

No gravity?

No, it’s just that there is no such terrible gravity, but the same as the
original one, as if this step, when it reaches this point, it loses its special
attributes.



He was a little surprised, thinking it was a trap, he didn’t dare to be
careless, but after waiting for a while, there was still no response.

At this moment, he is as light as a swallow. After a period of gravitational
pressure, his body has been transformed, and now he is back to a
normal environment. That kind of transparent feeling makes Andrewa
little unaccustomed.

It took a while before he got used to it.

“What the hell is this? Why did it stop here.”

Jiang Ning’s tone was somewhat disappointed.

Having such a chance to exercise himself, he is a madman, and he still
likes it a little. If someone knows that Andrewis so crazy, he will definitely
call him a madman.

Andrewstill didn’t dare to be careless, always keeping a twelve-point
vigilance.

In this kind of place, you can’t be careless. If you are not careful, you
may lose your life.

At this moment, Andrewis standing very high, and at a glance, he can
see the distant environment, which is still a ruin, revealing the feeling of
desolation.



He couldn’t help sighing, what happened here, turned the original
fairyland into ruins.

I raised my eyes and looked at everything in sight. In this position, I
really stood tall and looked far away, but unfortunately, without good
scenery, everything was ruined.

“Go up and have a look.”

Andrewdidn’t waste any time, he cautiously continued up, and went
straight to the thirty-three steps in one breath!

Pull away the clouds, Andrewwas stunned.

The ground is a stone slab paved with white jade. Even though it has
been old for a long time, it still has the kind of warm atmosphere.

On the stone pillars on both sides of the walkway, there were blood
stains, a lot of collapsed stone pillars, and chairs, which shattered to the
ground. Andrewwalked cautiously, bypassing the clouds and mist,
looking at everything around him, sighing.

The desolate atmosphere made him feel sad involuntarily, as if his home
was destroyed.

“This feeling is really strange.”

Andrewcouldn’t help shaking his head, “How could he be affected?”



He knows who he is and how strong willpower he has, There can be
nothing that can affect his mentality, but at this moment, standing here, it
feels so strong.

It seems that there is something knocking in his heart, making his
emotions follow the fluctuations, and they cannot be controlled at all,
they cannot be rejected, and they cannot be rejected!

Andrewstood there without moving, carefully sensing everything around
him, and found nothing unusual.

He quickly adjusted his mentality, knowing that in this environment, if the
mind is unstable, things are easy to happen, and safety at critical times
often requires a calmer bEmma.

Suddenly, Jiang Ning’s eyes changed.

A cloud of mist dispersed, and he saw that at the end of the walkway,
there were nine steps, which were not high, just like normal. Except for
the material, it was considered the best jade, and there were nine flying
dragons on it!

Vivid!

If it weren’t for a fixed look, Andrewwould have an illusion that those
flying dragons are alive and walking up the steps!

Andrewcalmed down, knowing that his consciousness was affected, and
immediately bit the tip of his tongue to keep himself awake.



“What a terrible influence, even the heavy pupil of Greed Wolf is not so
powerful.”

Greed Wolf can use his eyes to confuse and control others, and here,
there is nothing, just this kind of atmosphere, It makes people feel hard
on themselves, so terrible!

He looked up the steps, his whole person was instantly frozen!

“That’s…”


